Patient Stories
Marjory Warren Ward Inpatient Rehabilitation
Thank you for helping us to improve our services by sharing your
health care experiences. Here are some examples of actions
taken as a result of your feedback.

You said
“I don’t like the blind at the window.
It is either down for privacy and then
blocks out the light or it is up and you
can see the flats, I think there should
be net curtains.”

We did
We’ll explore possible
alternative blind options that
maintain privacy but still let
light in and which are still
infection prevention and
control compliant.

“The worst thing is when the convene
comes off, I previously had a catheter
but I can’t have it because of the risk of
infection. Some of the nursing staff
don’t know how to put a convene on.”

Reviewed what convene sizes
are available and ordered
different sizes as appropriate
for patients

“The nurses are very busy sometimes
it can be quite a long time when you
press the bell.” “Oh and sometimes
when staff have finished helping me,
they leave the call bell here (points to
bed) I can’t get to it there as I can’t
use my arm. “

We highlighted this incident to
all staff in our staff meetings to
ensure patients who are unable
to press bell with one of their
hands for any reason have it
appropriately placed.

“Sometimes when they give you food
they don’t help to cut up the meat or
take the cling film off. I only can use
one hand so it is very difficult. “I have
ordered something but they have given
me pasta and I know I would have
ordered pasta as I can’t stand it.

All patients who need help to
prepare meals are highlighted
to staff and on a red tray.
Fed back comments on food to
catering manager .

“Sometimes when they help me they
hold on to me and pull or push me and I
feel that I might fall over, I don’t like it.”
“Then when the physio came to see me
again I thought what's the point and
refused to do it. Then I thought I would
try, we went to the bars and I walked
up and down.”

Fed back this example as a
case study as when patient
felt safe / unsafe so that
physiotherapists aware of
the impact of their manual
handling

